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Recommendation 

Historically neglected or considered a rare aberration in animals under the 

biological species concept, interspecific hybridisation has by now been 

recognised to be taxonomically widespread, particularly in rapidly diversifying 

groups (Dagilis et al. 2021; Edelman & Mallet 2021; Mallet et al. 2016; 

Seehausen 2004). Yet the prevalence of introgressive hybridizations, its 

evolutionary significance, and its impact on species diversification remain a 

hot topic of research in evolutionary biology. The rapid increase in genomic 

resources now available for non-model species has significantly contributed 

to the detection of introgressive hybridization across taxa showing that 

reticulated evolution is far more common in the animal kingdom than 

historically considered. Yet, detecting it, quantifying its magnitude, and 

assessing its evolutionary significance remains a challenging endeavour with 

constantly evolving methodologies to better explore and exploit genomic data 

(Blair & Ané 2020; Degnan & Rosenberg 2009; Edelman & Mallet 2021; 

Hibbins & Hahn 2022). 

In the marine realm, the dearth of geographic barriers and the large dispersal 

abilities of pelagic species like cetaceans have raised the questions of how 

populations and species can diverge and adapt to distinct ecological 

conditions in face of potentially large gene-flow, the so-called marine 

speciation paradox (Bierne et al. 2003). Contemporaneous hybridization 

among cetacean species has been widely documented in nature despite large 

phenotypic differences (Crossman et al. 2016). The historical prevalence of 

reticulated evolution, its evolutionary significance, and how it might have 

impacted the evolutionary history and diversification of the cetaceans have 

however remained elusive so far. Recent phylogenomic studies suggested 
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that introgression has been prevalent in cetacean evolutionary history with instances reported 

among baleen whales (mysticetes) (Árnason et al. 2018) and among toothed whales 

(odontocetes), especially in the rapidly diversifying dolphins family of the Delphininae (Guo et 

al. 2021; Moura et al. 2020). 

Analysing publicly available whole-genome data from nine cetacean species across three 

families of Delphinoidae – dolphins, porpoises, and monondontidae – using phylogenomics and 

demo-genetics approaches, Westbury and colleagues (2022) take a step further in documenting 

that evolution among these species has been far from a simple bifurcating tree. Instead, their 

study describes widespread occurrences of introgression among Delphinoidae, drawing a 

complex picture of reticulated evolutionary history. After describing major topology 

discordance in phylogenetic gene trees along the genome, the authors use a panel of 

approaches to disentangle introgression from incomplete lineage sorting (ILS), the two most 

common causes of tree topology discordances (Hibbins & Hahn 2022). Applying popular tests 

that separate introgression from ILS, such as the Patterson’s D (a.k.a. ABBA-BABA) test (Durand 

et al. 2011; Green et al. 2010), QuIBL (Edelman et al. 2019), and D-FOIL (Pease & Hahn 2015), the 

authors report that signals of introgression are present in the genomes of most (if not all) the 

cetacean species included in their study. However, this picture needs to be nuanced. Most 

introgression signals seem to echo old introgression events that occurred primarily among 

ancestors. This is suggested by the differential signals of topology discordance along the 

genome when considering sliding windows along the genome of varying sizes (50kb, 100kb, and 

1Mb), and by patterns of excess derived allele sharing along branches of the species tree, as 

captured by the f-branch test (Malinsky et al. 2021; Malinsky et al. 2018). The authors further 

investigated the dynamic of cessation of gene flow (and/or ILS) between species using the F1 

hybrid PSMC (or hPSMC) approach (Cahill et al. 2016). By estimating the cross-coalescent rates 

(CRR) between species pairs with time in light of previously estimated species divergence times 

(McGowen et al. 2020), the authors report that gene flow (and/or ILS) most likely has stopped 

by now among most species, but it may have lasted for more than half of the time since the 

species split from each other. According to the author, this result may reflect the slow process 

by which reproductive isolation would have evolved between cetacean lineages, and that 

species isolation was marked by significant introgression events. 

Now, while the present study provides a good overview of how complex is the reticulated 

evolutionary history of the Delphinoidae, getting a complete picture will require overcoming a 

few important limitations. The first ones are methodological and related to the phylogenomic 

analyses. Given the sampling design with one diploid genome per species, the authors could 

not phase the data into the parental haplotypes, but instead relied on a majority consensus 

creating mosaic haploidized genomes representing a mixture between the two parental copies. 

Moreover, by using large genomic windows (≥50kb) that likely span multiple independent loci, 

phylogenetic analyses in windows encompassed distinct phylogenetic signals, potentially 

leading to bias and inaccuracy in the inferences. Thawornwattana et al (2018) previously 

showed that this “concatenation approach”  could significantly impact phylogenetic inferences. 

They proposed instead to use loci small enough to minimise the risk of intra-locus 

recombination and to consider them in blocks of non-recombining loci along the genome in 

order to conduct phylogenetic analysed, ideally under the multi-species coalescent (MSC) that 

can account for ILS (e.g. BPP; Flouri et al. 2018; Jiao et al. 2020; Yang 2015). Such an approach 

applied to the diversification of the Delphinidae may reveal substantial changes compared to 

the currently admitted species tree. 
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Inaccuracy in the species tree estimation may have a major impact on the introgression 

analyses conducted in this study since the species tree and branching order must be supplied 

in the introgression analyses to properly disentangle introgression from ILS. Here, the authors 

rely on the tree topology that was previously estimated in McGowen et al. (2020), which they 

also recovered using their consensus estimation from ASTRAL-III (Zhang et al. 2018). While the 

methodologies accounted to a certain extent for ILS, albeit with potential bias induced by the 

concatenation approach, they ignore the presumably large amount of introgression among 

species during the diversification process. Estimating species branching order while ignoring 

introgression can lead to major bias in the phylogenetic inference and can lead to incorrect 

topologies. Even if these MSC-based methods account for ILS, inferences can become very 

inaccurate or even break down as gene flow increases (see for ex. Jiao et al. 2020; Müller et al. 

in press; Solís-Lemus et al. 2016). Dedicated approaches have been developed to model 

explicitly introgression together with ILS to estimate phylogenetic networks (Blair & Ané 2020; 

Rabier et al. 2021) or in isolation-with-migration model (Müller et al. in press; Wang et al. 2020). 

Future studies revisiting the reticulated evolutionary history of the Delphinoidae with such 

approaches may not only precise the species branching order, but also deliver a finer view of 

the magnitude and prevalence of introgression during the evolutionary history of these species. 

A final part of Westbury et al. (2022)'s study set out to test whether historical periods of low 

abundance could have facilitated hybridization among Delphinoidae species. During these 

periods of low abundance, species may encounter only a limited number of conspecifics and 

may consider individuals from other species as suitable mating partners, leading to 

hybridisation (Crossman et al. 2016; Edwards et al. 2011; Westbury et al. 2019). The authors 

tested this hypothesis by considering genome-wide genetic diversity (or heterozygosity) as a 

proxy of historical effective population size (Ne), itself as a proxy of the evolution of census size 

with time. They also try to link historical Ne variation (from PSMC, Li & Durbin 2011) with their 

estimated time to cessation of gene flow or ILS (from the CRR of hPSMC). However, no 

straightforward relationship was found between the genetic diversity and the propensity of 

species to hybridize, nor was there any clear link between Ne variation through time and the 

cessation of gene flow or ILS. Such a lack of relationship may not come as a surprise, since the 

determinants of genome-wide genetic diversity and its variation through evolutionary time-

scale are far more diverse and complex than just a direct link with hybridization, introgression, 

or even with the census population size. In fact, genetic diversity results from the balance 

between all the evolutionary processes at play in the species' evolutionary history (see the 

review of Ellegren & Galtier 2016). Other important factors can strongly impact genetic 

diversity, including demography and structure, but also linked selection (Boitard et al. 2022; 

Buffalo 2021; Ellegren & Galtier 2016).  

All in all, Westbury and coll. (2022) present here an interesting study providing an additional 

step towards resolving and understanding the complex evolutionary history of the 

Delphinoidae, and shedding light on the importance of introgression during the diversification 

of these cetacean species. Prospective work improving upon the taxonomic sampling, with 

additional genomic data for each species, considered with dedicated approaches tailored at 

estimating species tree or network while accounting for ILS and introgression will be key for 

refining the picture depicted in this study. Down the road, altogether these studies will 

contribute to assessing the evolutionary significance of introgression on the diversification of 

Delphinoides, and more generally on the diversification of cetacean species, which still remain 

an open and exciting perspective.  
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clarity, the text is still in need of some important clarifications. The reviewer has raised six 

points to address raised, and I agree with him. Thus, I am inviting you to revise your manuscript 

considering carefully the reviewer’s comments, and resubmit a revised version. 

At this point, I consider this as a minor, but important revision. 

I look forward to receiving your revised manuscript. 

Best Wishes, 

Michael C FONTAINE 
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results, suggesting that ancestral gene flow might be responsible for many of the observed 

signals. Having said that, there is no easy way to interpret all of the results, and I think this 

paper might highlight how at some level of complexity, different introgression scenarios 

become impossible to accurately reconstruct. I would not suggest any further analyses for this 

paper, but I do have some more suggestions to clarify the message/reasoning. 

1. Despite the extensive evidence for gene flow on a per species level, it is important to note 

that the estimated proportions of the genome affected are small. Looking at the fb estimates of 

Malinsky et al. 2018, many are over 5%, whereas none of the estimates in the present study 

reach that level, with most below 1%. This suggests widespread gene flow but in small 

quantities, though it is also worth noting that f estimates tend to be lower the older the 

introgression event (Martin et al. 2015 MBE). 

2. I generally agree with the interpretation of the QuIBLE results in tables S3 and S4, described 

in lines 149-168. However, both the text and table seem to use the term “outgroup” incorrectly. 

For example, in the triplet ((pilot, bot), orca), it is not correct to refer to pilot as the outgroup. I 

don’t know what the ideal term would be. In a hypothesis-based framework such as ((African, 

European), Neanderthal), it may be suitable to use the term “control taxon”, but since there is 

no prediction that one ingroup would be more likely to be subject to gene flow than the other, 

this seems wrong. Perhaps just the term “other ingroup” would be acceptable. 

3. Line 312: 

“When considering the uppermost limit of when two target genomes coalesce (equating the 

oldest date), and the lower confidence interval of each divergence date (equating the most 

recent date) (McGowen et al., 2020)” 

I think this statement is talking about comparing the lower bound of the divergence time with 

the upper bound of the estimated cessation of gene flow, but the way it’s worded doesn’t 

sound like that to me. 

4. hPSMC and ILS 

Various lines seem to be suggesting that the hPSMC estimate of the date of cessation of gene 

flow could also indicate ILS of ancestral alleles in the absence of gene flow (line 315, 321, 324, 

336, 340, 342, 345). My understanding is that the hPSMC approach used gives an estimate of 

when gene flow ceased, not when lineage sorting ceased. Incompletely sorted alleles could 

persist after the cessation of gene flow, and their coalescence times will necessarily all be older 

https://evolbiol.peercommunityin.org/public/user_public_page?userId=1239
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than the cessation of gene flow, so I don’t think the hPSMC result tells us anything about 

lineage sorting. 

Could the hPSMC cessation of gene flow estimates instead be biased downward by some 

artefact? One idea that comes to mind is that mapping to the baji genome could bias the 

analysis to conserved regions, leading to underestimated coalescence time estimates. 

5. Node age analysis and ILS 

In their analysis of node ages as additional evidence for recent gene flow, the authors again 

seem to suggest that lineage sorting can result in recent node estimates (line 396). I don’t think 

this is right. If a gene tree groups killer whale with white-sided dolphin (Figure S6 B) due to 

ancestral ILS alone, the node would be older than the speciation date, not younger. The authors 

seem to agree with this in line 407. So I think the authors can confidently attribute this younger 

date to gene flow. 

Line 408-409 seems to then show some misunderstanding. A gene tree that is discordant with 

the species tree can arise through ILS in the ancestral population, and does not require that ILS 

persisted after the speciation event. The gene tree can forever remain discordant with the 

species tree after lineage sorting is complete. 

6. Finally, just a comment: 

The hypothesis that many of the apparent species-specific gene flow signals could indicate 

differential retention of ancestrally introgressed tracts in descendent lineages is interesting, 

and should be considered in future studies. Assuming the gene flow occurred more than just a 

few generations prior to the diversification of each family, we would expect there to be many 

small introgressed tracts in the genome at the time of speciation, with a similar number of 

small introgressed tracts in each individual. Therefore, under neutrality, we would not expect 

the variance in introgressed proportions to change very much after the diversification of each 

family. To me, this leads to two conclusions. First, much of the introgressed alleles had not 

reached fixation or loss by the time the families diversified (otherwise in would be impossible to 

purge the introgressed tracts). Second, selection must have been involved in purging 

introgressed variation from some lineages more than others to create the significant 

differences observed. 

 

Evaluation round #3 
DOI or URL of the preprint: https://doi.org/10.1101/2020.10.23.352286 

 

Author's Reply, None 

Download author's replyDownload tracked changes file 

Decision by Michael C. Fontaine, 13 Sep 2021 

Dear Dr. Westbury and colleagues, 

After reading again the manuscript in light of the previous rounds of revision, I am still 

convinced that this work is of great interest, but there are still some issues remaining that need 

to be addressed. 

https://doi.org/10.1101/2020.10.23.352286
https://evolbiol.peercommunityin.org/download/t_recommendations.reply_pdf.a78d8bc9b5c2ec05.5265766965777320726f756e64203320726573706f6e7365732e706466.pdf
https://evolbiol.peercommunityin.org/download/t_recommendations.track_change.88ceed6da91e0a3e.412067656e6f6d6963206173736573736d656e74206f6620746865206d6172696e652d73706563696174696f6e2070617261646f782077697468696e2074686520746f6f74686564207768616c6520737570657266616d696c792044656c7068696e6f696465612e646f6378.docx
https://evolbiol.peercommunityin.org/public/user_public_page?userId=585
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I have decided to ask for a fresh look from an expert in the field of reticulated evolution, Dr. 

Simon Martin and I have provided also detailed feedbacks incorporated in the attached version 

of the manuscript. Dr. Martin’s review and feedbacks encapsulate many of the remarks and 

issues I have on this manuscript, but I do have also some specifics of my own (in green in the 

pdf). Please check the reviewer’s feedbacks/comments and mine in the annotated pdf version. 

I would advise the authors to follow these suggestions. I think they would benefit greatly to the 

manuscript and make it clearer and more accessible. 

I am looking forward to receiving the revised version in order to complete the recommendation 

in the PCI Evol Biol. 

Best regards 

Michael C. FONTAINE 

Download recommender's annotations 

Reviewed by Simon Henry Martin, 31 Aug 2021 

Westbury et al. present a genome-scale assessment of gene flow in the Delphinoidea. Using a 

combination of approaches that consider genealogical discordance and branch length, they 

find evidence for a strikingly abundant “post divergence” gene flow in this group, including 

between families. While I initially found the results hard to believe, I do think that the most 

parsimonious interpretation of these findings is that the history of this group is far from a 

simple bifurcating process, due (at least in part) to widespread gene flow causing systematic 

discordance in genealogies across the genome. 

Overall, I think this study is a good first step towards understanding speciation and the role of 

hybridisation in this lineage. Nevertheless, I still have multiple suggestions for improvements to 

the Results and Discussion section, as I felt that it was too brief and did not adequately describe 

the findings and their possible interpretations. I also have one suggestion for an additional 

analysis that I think will help with interpretation. 

 

1. QuIBL 

The results from the QuIBL analyses are described with a single vague sentence “Our QuIBL 

analyses suggest that the different retrieved topologies cannot be explained by ILS alone, but a 

combination of both ILS and gene flow.” 

This is quite unsatisfactory as a description for such a broad set of tests. I would recommend 

adding a more detailed description of which pairs of non-sister taxa showed evidence for gene 

flow. Looking at tables S3 and S4, the results are striking and not immediately easy to interpret. 

There are so many significant signals, including support for gene flow between killer whales and 

every other member of the Delphinidae! I think the wording in the main text needs to capture 

at least the scale of significant signals, and ideally some discussion of what this would imply if 

the results are accurate (i.e. that gene flow might be or have been rampant between these 

species). 

I also think the description of supplementary tables S3 and S4 requires more detail, as some of 

the column headings are not clear to the reader who does not know the QuIBL program. 

https://evolbiol.peercommunityin.org/download/t_recommendations.recommender_file.82126026e1eb1690.57657374627572795f6574616c5f5043495f436f6d6d656e745f4d43462e706466.pdf
https://evolbiol.peercommunityin.org/public/user_public_page?userId=1239
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2. D statistics 

Like the QuIBL results, the D statistic results are not actually described in the manuscript, 

except a general statement that “85 out of 86 tests show signs of gene flow” (line 146). Looking 

at Table S5, we see that the results are even more astounding than those of QuIBL. Again, I 

recommend adding some description and interpretation in the text. Which pairs are 

consistently showing evidence for gene flow? Are the results consistent with QuIBL? Could any 

of the results indicate some systematic problem like the tree being incorrect? 

It is good that the authors acknowledge that ancient gene flow events can be difficult to 

distinguish from multiple more recent events. However, they do not offer any detail as to how 

and where ancient gene flow might explain their specific findings in this study. For example, 

could ancient gene flow between killer whale and the ancestor of some dolphin species explain 

some of the apparent signals better than multiple more recent events? I know the authors have 

already added several additional analyses to appease reviewers, but one more I would strongly 

recommend is the f-branch statistic (Malinsky et al. 2018 Nature Ecology and Evolution, 

https://github.com/millanek/Dsuite) which provides an explicit approach to identify ancient 

events that affect the descendent lineages. 

3. D-foil 

The description of these results is better, as it provides some interpretation and possible 

caveats. However, the final statement “we suggest our result reflects the limited ability of D-foil 

to infer gene flow between these highly divergent lineages.” needs more explanation. 

4. hPSMC 

The hPSMC results suggest that gene flow continued until within the past 5 million years 

between all species considered. These times are difficult to reconcile with the divergence times 

estimated by McGowan et al. 2020, which are between 10 and 20 million years for most species. 

The authors appear to interpret the McGowan estimate as the “divergence time” and the 

hPSMC estimate as the end of “post-divergence gene flow”, but I think this reasoning needs to 

be justified by explaining why the McGowan estimate might be less impacted by post-

divergence gene flow. 

5. Tree node age analysis 

The node age analysis is a nice addition to the paper, but the authors should acknowledge that 

it is not really independent from QuIBL. Arguably, QuIBL does a better job because it models 

the expected mixture of two different node age distributions resulting from ILS and gene flow. 

Nonetheless, the tree-based approach has appeal due to its simplicity, and the fact that we can 

consider multiple nodes at once. 

I would also like to see some explanation for the choice of the three focal species used. 

Specifically, why were the two bottlenose species not included despite also showing ample 

evidence for gene flow in the other analyses? 

6. Geography 

There is quite a bit of text about allopatric vs parapatric speciation, but there is nothing about 

the distributions of these species, how much they overlap, and whether parapatry/allopatry 

is/was likely. Some information about their distributions will aid interpretation and could also 

help set up some predictions at the start of the paper, which would make it less descriptive. 
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Evaluation round #2 
DOI or URL of the preprint: https://doi.org/10.1101/2020.10.23.352286 

 

Author's Reply, None 

Download author's replyDownload tracked changes file 

Decision by Michael C. Fontaine, 15 May 2021 

Dear authors, 

The manuscript has now gone through a second round of revision by the same three reviewers 

as the first round. All the reviewers have stated again the great merits of this study, and I share 

this point of view.  All also felt a bit disapointed that the authors did not tried (or were not able 

to try) an alternative method to hPSMC that can handle both complete lineage sorting AND 

gene flow at the same time and test how comparable results are. Reviewer #1 (Christelle 

Fraisse, CF) suggested to try MSMC-IM even on a subset of the species for which suitable data 

would be available, and test how comparable would be the results from hPSMC and this 

methods. If this is not possible, may I suggest to try the new Approximate IM  model of Müller 

et al. (Joint inference of species histories and gene flow. bioRxiv 348391; doi: 

https://doi.org/10.1101/348391) which can handle one single reference genome per species 

and infer jointly the species tree, the split time among species, and gene flow among them 

while accounting for ILS and gene flow. Either way could really strenghten the results, the 

scope, and the conclusions of this study and adress at least in part the reserves raised by 

reviewer #1 (CF) and reviewer 3 (by Andy Foote). 

Beside that, some minor issues were pointed by reviewer #1 (CF) that can be fixed easily. 

Assuming the authors would be able to validate the results of hPSMC with an independent 

approach, this would become a very strong study that I would be proud  and honored to 

recommend. 

I am staying at the authors disposal if they have any further questions and comments. 

All the best 

Michael C. FONTAINE 

Recommender at PCI Evol Biol 

Reviewed by Christelle Fraïsse, 08 Apr 2021 

The authors made efforts to address most of the concerns raised during the reviewing process, 

which is a positive point. Especially, they: 

i) added a new tree topology-based approach (QuIBL). 

ii) tested the robustness of the tree topology-based approach to GC content. 

iii) tested the robustness of the hPSMC approach to repeat regions. 

https://doi.org/10.1101/2020.10.23.352286
https://evolbiol.peercommunityin.org/download/t_recommendations.reply_pdf.af81e10eb8dc069d.5265766965777320726f756e6420322e706466.pdf
https://evolbiol.peercommunityin.org/download/t_recommendations.track_change.a5b6cc3bf43025cf.412067656e6f6d6963206173736573736d656e74206f6620746865206d6172696e652d73706563696174696f6e2070617261646f782077697468696e2074686520746f6f74686564207768616c6520737570657266616d696c792044656c7068696e6f696465612d6d65726765642e706466.pdf
https://evolbiol.peercommunityin.org/public/user_public_page?userId=585
https://evolbiol.peercommunityin.org/public/user_public_page?userId=856
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iv) they did bootstraps of the hPSMC for some species pairs. 

Despite these great additions, I was left a bit disappointed that the authors did not compare 

their hPSMC results with that of MSMC-IM. It would have been a way to validate the timings for 

the cessation of gene flow with a second method. Given the various concerns that all reviewers 

raised with the hPSMC method, and because the occurrence of post-divergence gene flow long 

after initial divergence is a crucial point made by the authors, I think it is important to 

consolidate this part of the manuscript. The authors justified not using MSMC-IM because they 

“do not have access to phased data and/or population-level data for all of our species to be 

able to implement these analyses in a meaningful way so as to be able to make comparisons 

within the superfamily as is the focus of the study.” In my opinion, testing the MSMC-IM method 

on a subset of species will already be informative to assess if the timings of cessation of gene 

flow are congruent between methods. 

Apart from this point, I am very satisfied with the revisions made. 

Minor comments on the figures: 

●Figure 1: some of the cartoons are shifted, and so they do not correspond to the correct 

branch. Also, the grey color gradient is hard to visualize. Why not simply using the same color 

code as in Figure 2A. 

 

●Figure 2: please add “divergence time” to the right of the corresponding symbol in the legend. 

Reviewed by anonymous reviewer, 05 May 2021 

First and foremost, I apologize to the authors for my slowness in turning in the two reviews for 

each of the two rounds. My general opinion is that the article presented here has several 

interests. First, it focuses on gene flow over a broad evolutionary scale in a group of marine 

mammals. Allowing in the future to shed light on possible elements involved in the marine-

speciation paradox by comparing with terrestrial mammals. 

A second interest is that it can serve as a methodological textbook for this type of data in clades 

where population data are not available. A third interest is that it raises a demographic curiosity 

with such long periods of genetic exchange in time that are still to be understood. 

Of course, I'm still not fully convinced by the title. Speciation "in the face of gene flow" suggests 

that barriers between species have evolved in spite of gene flow. This is different from having 

gene flow in spite of pre-established barriers. But the authors have refined this message in the 

text, which is essential. In the same way, the authors considered some suggestions made, 

including checking for possible biases related to GC content. This is an effort on their part that 

should be highlighted. 

I am still struck by some of the quantified results, especially the strong support of gene flow, 

within families, over several million years. On a personnal note, I am really looking forward to 

seeing results using other inferential methods when data in multiple individuals will be 

available. 

Thus, after this second round of revision, I have no further comments to make and can only 

support the current manuscript. 
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Camille Roux 

Reviewed by Andrew Foote , 06 Apr 2021 

The authors have made some updates to their manuscript in response to the previous reviews 

and have added an additional analyses, based on measuring branch length variation along the 

genome. The conclusion drawn, that 'Speciation in the face of gene flow within the toothed 

whale superfamily Delphinoidea' still largely hangs on the author's interpretation of the hPSMC 

method. 

I don't share the author's confidence that this method differentiates between gene-flow and 

lineage sorting. Essentially the upsweep in estimated Ne in the pseudo-diploid PSMC plots, 

which the authors infer as a cessation of gene flow, reflects a change in coalescence. And the 

inference that gene-flow continued after speciation was initiated is drawn from the comparison 

of the timing of the change in the trajectory of the hPSMC plot compared with the split time 

estimated by McGowen et al. The mapping of short read data to the distantly related baiji may 

be favouring the mapping to more conserved regions and may be a factor in the disagreement 

between the divergence estimates by McGowen et al. and the coarse estimate of the timing 

changes in coalescence interpreted from the PSMC plots. 

I would recommend the authors to be more conservative in their interpretation of the PSMC 

plots of unphased pseudo-diploid genome generated by mapping short-reads to a distant 

relative as gene flow events that occurred millions of years ago. 

 

Evaluation round #1 
DOI or URL of the preprint: https://doi.org/10.1101/2020.10.23.352286 

 

Author's Reply, None 

Download author's replyDownload tracked changes file 

Decision by Michael C. Fontaine, 30 Dec 2020 

Dear authors, 

The manuscript entitled “Speciation in the face of gene flow within the toothed whale 

superfamily Delphinoidea” by Westbury and colleagues has been now evaluated by three 

referees. They all agree that this study has great merit and should be of interest to the 

community. However, the three reviewers also raised major issues and concerns that I am also 

sharing. 

In particular, the three reviewers acknowledged that the phylogenetic analyses were properly 

conducted, the interpretation from the results were sounds and the limitations properly 

acknowledged. See however the comments made by the three reviewers, especially reviewer 1 

about incongruences in tree topologies compared to the consensus tree, which I am also 

sharing. The authors should also check the recently develop approach "QUIBL" developed by 

Edelmen and colleagues (2019; Science: 10.1126/science.aaw2090) to test for introgression 

https://evolbiol.peercommunityin.org/public/user_public_page?userId=1936
https://doi.org/10.1101/2020.10.23.352286
https://evolbiol.peercommunityin.org/download/t_recommendations.reply_pdf.8b743e6131813aec.576573746275727920657420616c20726576696577657220726573706f6e7365732e706466.pdf
https://evolbiol.peercommunityin.org/download/t_recommendations.track_change.a7d812030fd334a3.53706563696174696f6e20696e207468652066616365206f662067656e6520666c6f772077697468696e2074686520746f6f74686564207768616c6520737570657266616d696c792044656c7068696e6f69646561207720737570706c656d656e74732d6d65726765642e706466.pdf
https://evolbiol.peercommunityin.org/public/user_public_page?userId=585
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without the limitation of symmetric tree topology imposed to the DFOIL test. This would be 

complementary to the test currently presented in the manuscript. 

Regarding the second part of the analyses which aims at assessing and modeling post-

divergence gene flow based on the use of TMRCA variation along the genome inferred from 

hPSMC, the three reviewers raised serious concerns and all agreed this part need improvement 

and I agree with them. This is especially important, since the title relies strongly on this part, 

and yet the results supporting this "speciation with gene flow" deserve further attentions and 

validations. The three reviewers made very good suggestions to explore the data further, 

interpret the results and discuss better their limitations. These would improve the study 

greatly. 

I strongly suggest the authors to consider all the reviewers' recommendations. 

I would be happy to reconsider this manuscript for a recommendation in PCI Evol Biol if the 

authors can continue to develop this study further and address point by point the three 

reviewer's comments. 

Best wishes and already Happy New Year. 

Michael C FONTAINE 

Ref. Edelman N. B., et al. 2019 Genomic architecture and introgression shape a butterfly 

radiation. Science 366: 594–599. 

Reviewed by Christelle Fraïsse, 26 Nov 2020 

Westbury and collaborators present an interesting study investigating post-divergence gene-

flow in toothed whales. I liked the multifaceted approach combining phylogenetics, descriptive 

summary statistics and demographic models to tackle this question. The text is clear and 

concise, interpretations of the results are generally wise, and analyses well-conducted. I am 

convinced that this work will be a great addition to the speciation genomics literature, in 

particular because it highlights the unusual features of the marine realm and their 

consequences to speciation. I only have one main comment, and a few suggestions to improve 

the paper. 

MAIN COMMENT 

My main point is that the demographic analyses of post-divergence gene flow (L168-210), and 

its relation to species abundances (L212-287), could be improved. 

I understand that the authors “only” have in hand a single genome per species to reconstruct 

their demographic history, and so this limits the type of demographic analyses that can be 

performed. In the paper, the authors employ the hPSMC method that uses a pseudo-diploid F1 

hybrid genome to deduce the time of cessation of gene flow between species. This time is 

indirectly inferred based on its effect in reducing the estimate of divergence times. Then, to test 

for the influence of species abundance on hybridization, the authors estimate population sizes 

through time using PSMC, and discuss the two features (post-divergence gene-flow and species 

abundance). 

https://evolbiol.peercommunityin.org/public/user_public_page?userId=856
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• First, I think that the connection between the two features could be made more 

readable. For example, you could add on Figure 3B,C,D the corresponding intervals for 

the cessation of gene-flow. 

• Second, as acknowledged by the authors their approach has some limitations, including 

that i) it does not provide the direction and rate of post-divergence gene-flow and, ii) it 

cannot disentangle a decline in species abundance vs. a reduction in interspecies gene 

flow. That is why I think it would be worth trying the Sequential Markovian Coalescent 

method implemented in MSMC-IM (Wang et al. 2020: 

doi:10.1371/journal.pgen.1008552). This will help to better evaluate the recent 

demography of each pair of species, including getting an estimate of both population 

sizes and migration rates over time. One difficulty is that this tool requires phased data, 

and so I am not sure whether the authors will have the relevant data for all species. 

Anyway, applying this tool to a single species pair for which phased data exist (or 

population data exists, so statistical phasing can be envisaged) would already be 

informative. 

• Third, for the specific question of the effect of species abundance on hybridization, 

another limitation that arises is the effect of confounding factors. Obviously, the 

number of barriers that accumulated in the genome of the species through time will 

also affect the probability of hybridization and/or introgression. How do you account for 

this effect? At least this point should be better discussed along lines L212-287. 

MINOR COMMENTS 

• L285-287: the discrepancy between the hPSMC analysis (which shows that there is no 

ongoing introgression) and the presence of fertile contemporary hybrids is at odds. This 

could suggest that the hPSMC analysis is not appropriate to detect recent introgression 

events. Could you please further comment on that? 

• L448: Even if it seems obvious, it could help to indicate in the legend of Figure 2 that 

“divergence times” are in dark colours, and the “time interval during which gene flow 

ceased” is in light colour. Please, add an “s” to the time interval[s]. 

• Supp. Tables S3, S4: I may miss something here, but I do not understand how the # of 

“Mapped reads” can be higher than the # of “Raw reads”? 

Reviewed by anonymous reviewer, 22 Dec 2020 

Download the review 
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